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The Capo is back and "Antonio Spinelli is RED HOT in Book Two of Songs of Corruption 2"! Hell yeah, he is!
The Capo is back and fights for his Contessa.
4.5 stars Oh holy dangerous romance…this 2nd installment in the Songs of Corruption series was ramped up on
every level. The soul baring love, the threats, the danger, the stakes…all of it was so much more intense.
Bücher (Fremdsprachig) Wählen Sie die Abteilung aus, in der Sie suchen möchten.
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He's beautiful and possessive; a prodigy of a thief and as violent a badass as ever walked the earth. Theresa
knows it, but that doesn't stop her from getting entangled with him, and now she wants to protect him. But every
time she tries to protect him, she practically gets him killed, and the
Geen Kindle-apparaat vereist. Download een van de gratis Kindle-apps om Kindle-boeken te lezen op je
smartphone, tablet en computer.
Ruin is book two in the Songs of Corruption series, and it absolutely cannot (nor should not) be read as a stand
alone book. The books toggle back and forth from both main characters' POV. This made the story much richer
than a one-sided narrative. I appreciated how much more complex it must be to essentially write two stories
concurrently! Lucky for readers, C.D. Reiss has perfected this skill.
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Ruin: (The Corruption Series #2) at . Read honest and
unbiased product reviews from our users.
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